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PRO Clicking Verification 
 
Perform the following steps to verify proper operation of the LaZee Mouse™  PRO clicking 
functions. 
 

1. Perform the following checks to verify proper operation of LaZee Mouse™  PRO clicking 
functions. 

2. Connect microphone to LaZee Mouse™ . 

3. Connect USB cable to LaZee Mouse™  and computer ensuring BOTH ends of cable are 
fully seated. 

4. Position LaZee Mouse™  so the feedback LEDs are visible. 

5. Position microphone as needed, an audio extension cable may be used if needed. 

6. Set LaZee Mouse™  sensitivity to center of travel 

a. make a short loud sound & verify the “left” LED blinks. 

b. make a long loud sound & verify the “right” LED blinks. 

7. Set LaZee Mouse™  sensitivity to maximum as shown in Figure 1.     
(position & style of mic will determine what “soft” is) 

a. make a short soft sound & verify the “left” LED blinks. 

b. make a long soft sound & verify the “right” LED blinks. 

 

 

 
 

                                                   Figure 1 

8. Set LaZee Mouse™  sensitivity to minimum 

a. Make very loud short & loud sounds & verify no LED blinks. 

9. If all of these steps have been performed successfully, your LaZee Mouse™  is operating 
properly.  A unit that passes this procedure but has erratic performance during normal use, 
many times has an issue with microphone positioning or sensitivity adjustments. 

10. If ANY of these steps failed, or if you have unresolved problems with operation during 
normal use: contact LaZee Tek customer support for assistance. If you have a unit that is 
not working properly we want to know about it, whether your warranty has expired or not. 

  info@lazeetek.com 

  Note: Each microphone is different and has unique characteristics that will greatly affect 
performance, most noticeably with high sensitivity settings. 


